
TABOO's Cycle Supply
The comprehensive period care solution

for your organisation



HERE'S WHY

93% 96%

Percentage of menstruators
who have been caught out
and unprepared when their

period started in the last
year.

Readily available period products increases overall
health, wellbeing, inclusivity, focus and productivity

in the work environment.

Percentage of menstruators
who would feel positively
towards an organisation

supplying free period
products.

Emotions
experienced when
asking around for
a period product

Embarrassment

Discomfort

Anxiousness

Panic

Shame

Annoyance
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21%

13%

12%

Many respondents stated they would only use the period products in emergency
situations. Ie, if their period unexpectedly started or they ran out of products.

Many respondents would like to have access to period products in case of
emergencies, but would leave the products for others in greater need, due to
using reusable options or being able to consistently afford period products.

75%

Percentage of menstruators
who would use free period

products if they were
supplied.



42%

42% of menstruators have had
to leave work as a direct result
of not having accessible period

products in the workplace

40%

40% of menstruators
have called in sick

because of their period
(Share The Dignity 2021)

Menstrual impacts could account for up to 9 days of lost productivity per
menstruator annually (Pixii n.d.)
By supplying period products in your organisation, you can help to alleviate
the stress and anxiety surrounding awaiting a period when unprepared.
Supplying period products in staff/patron bathrooms saves staff members
time as they do not have to detour to their personal belongings or locker to
retrieve their personal period products before going to the bathroom. 
Menstruators can find it difficult to focus if they cannot afford to use a
precautionary period product when awaiting their period, resulting in taking
additional bathroom trips.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

62% of menstruators who have unexpectedly started their period in public
have at least once rushed to a store to purchase period products whilst 34%
went home as a direct result of the period (Free The Tampon n.d.)
96% of menstruators have unexpectedly started their periods whilst
unprepared, with 34% of menstruators saying this occurs every few periods
and a further 20% saying it happens almost every period.
95% of menstruators have bled through their clothing as a result of
inaccessible period care and 42% of those menstruators have gone home
immediately as a result .

REDUCE LOST WORK HOURS



HOW TABOO CAN HELP

South Australian
owned and female

founded

Sustainable
organic cotton

products 

Profits and
advocacy efforts

fighting period
poverty

Input a few of thdetails into our handy online calculator!
Number of menstruators
Which products your office would like
Extent of supply (backup or comprehensive)*
Frequency of supply

You will receive an on the spot idea of how much your supply will cost per quarter
By clicking 'receive quote now' the TABOO team will be notified of your interest
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Our sales team will receive your quote and respond with a detailed quote including
exact product quantities, shipping costs, frequency etc.
We will liaise with you to organise account details and delivery!
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How it works 

* Backup Supply: a smaller supply of period products to

accomodate employees who can't afford products or have

limited access to products at home.

 *Comprehensive Supply: a larger quantity of products to

support your employees through their whole period each

month

Quantity + price calculator

Receive a detailed quote

Payment + Delivery 

If you have elected for a subscription, every quarter you will receive a new invoice
for your order 
Two weeks before the end of quarter we will get in contact to see if you would like to
decrease, increase, or cancel your order of product for the next term

tabooau.co/pages/the-cycle-supply
Enquire online:


